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*

Some stories remain incomplete. Sometimes for months. Sometimes for
years. In the beginning, they may sound like notes of a conspiracy
theory. BUT, notice, our principal activity for more than four decades
as a research and investigation group devoted to the public interest,
has been fingering corrupt judges and probing political murders. We are
NOT conspiracy theorists. A crooked judges does not get sent to jail, as
we have caused again and again, by pie in the sky and mere philosophy.
Pursuing matters accomplishes much.

Otherwise reliable sources, known to us for decades but never identified
to preserve their position and safety, have urged us to pursue the
following details. The story is obviously incomplete. To get the public
to think differently than the oil-soaked, spy-riddled monopoly press, we
offer the following notes. YOU be the judge for this moment.

[1] SOME BACKGROUND. We were the first and probably among the very few
to point out that Monica Lewinsky was reportedly positioned from an
early age to be a Mata Hari type, to use sex to infiltrate the Clinton
White House. From all the known facts, we were convinced and remain
convinced, she was reportedly a creature of renegade units of Israeli
intelligence, The Mossad. Apparently the acting deputy chief for North
America for The Mossad was Rahm Emanuel, on and off for some six years
Clinton White House Senior Advisor.

If you understand "spook" work, black bag operatives, and such, you can
comprehend our assertion that Rahm was both a Clinton loyalist and a
contributor to his scandals by way of manipulating him, all at the same
time.

[2] Monica's father was originally from Central America. He was
ostensibly a "sleeper agent" for The Mossad. That is, an intelligence
asset pressed into service when and as needed. {Monica's father, like
Chandra Levy's father, is an oncologist, tumor and cancer specialist.]

[3] Many have forgotten that Monica was later sent by Clinton to hold a
key position in the Pentagon, as assistant to the Press Chief. She



traveled on occasion with one or more of the top Pentagon officials. She
admits one such official got her pregnant and she required an abortion.
Her purpose, as we understood it, was to infiltrate close to the top
U.S. military, including the Chiefs of Staff. Her task? To try to sniff
out reportedly the names and details of the small circle of flag
officers, Admirals and Generals, plotting, as authorized by the Military
Code, to arrest their Commander-in-Chief Clinton for treason. If Clinton
were to have them arrested for mutiny, if they survived and were not
assassinated, they intended to defend themselves with documented
charges, for example, of Clinton's treason with the head of the Red
Chinese Secret Police. [Visit our extensive website series on the "Red
Chinese Secret Police IN THE UNITED STATES".]

As we have incorporated details in past exclusive stories, there have
been some 24 of these flag officers. Ten have been assassinated,
including Admiral Jeremy Boorda, Chief of Naval Operations, and General
David McCloud, head of the Alaska Military District. Of those who
survived, they took up residence, out-of-uniform, in a Paris suburb,
protected by the French CIA. So far as we can determine, we are the only
ones, through our exclusive stories, to write about this subject of
these very brave top military officers. Some three times during the
Clinton White House they quietly returned to the U.S. Someday, no doubt
a book will come out about this chapter in American history. Assisting
these flag officers was former Director of Central Intelligence, William
Colby, himself assassinated in 1996 and made falsely to seem to be a
boat accident.

[4] After leaving the Clinton White House, Rahm Emanuel became a
Managing Director of an alleged "investment banker", Wasserstein
Perella. Their reputed specialty? Apparently laundering funds of the Red
Chinese Secret Police through the Chicago markets. [Details in various
of our website stories.]

Are the following apparent events a mere coincidence, a similarity, or
what?

[5] Chandra Ann Levy as she became active was about the same age as
Monica Lewinsky. And some surmise, Levy was reportedly a creation of
renegade units of The Mossad, but not authorized as such by the State of
Israel Government.

[6] Like Monica, the reputed purpose of Chandra was to infiltrate. To
use her womanly wiles to find out things. She reportedly had a boyfriend
in the FBI. She became an intern in THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, the
winter and spring leading up to the date set originally, May 16, 2001,
for the execution of Timothy McVeigh, described by the pressfakers as
"the lone bomber". Cynics called him "Lee Harvey McVeigh", drawing an
example of the alleged "lone assassin" of President John F. Kennedy.



[7] Ms Levy became friendly with Gary Condit, Democrat Congressman from
her home district in California. He is from California's 18th
Congressional District. Plainly, Condit was reportedly in a position to
know highly classified data about McVeigh and the intelligence agencies.
With topmost security clearance, Cong. Condit is a member of the House
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence. The type of data Denver
Trial Judge Richard Matsch refused to require the U.S. Government to
turn over to McVeigh's Chief Defense Counsel, Stephen Jones. For
Mcveigh, prior to the 1997 murder trial, Jones filed an extra-ordinary
Petition in the next higher tribunal, U.S. Court of Appeals, 10th
Circuit, Denver, McVeigh versus Judge Matsch, to try to compel Judge
Matsch to require the data to be turned over to Jones. The federal
appeals judges likewise refused. Judge Matsch, and the higher court
judges, could easily be intimidated by the American CIA, reminding the
judges about how several years prior, Judge Matsch's daughter Elizabeth
was apparently murdered.

Judge Matsch was the one who covered up the billions of dollars of
purported embezzlement done by Neil Bush, son of the Elder Bush. The
rip-off was done of and through a Denver savings and loan, Silverado.
[Visit our website series, "Greenspan Aids and Bribes Bush" with
documents attached of secret Federal Reserve wire transfers authorized
by Greenspan for laundering billions of dollars, such as for Neil Bush
and others of the Bush Family.] Judge Matsch saved Neil Bush from
prison. The Judge's daughter was apparently murdered in 1992, before the
Elder Bush left the White House.

[8] Some contend that Chandra Levy was also friendly with key
Republicans. Including reportedly a circle of White House types that
include White House RESIDENT and OCCUPANT George W. Bush's strategy
chief, officially listed as White House Senior Advisor, Karl Rove. Just
as some began pursuing details reportedly of this circle, others started
an apparent diversion of Karl Rove on a stock situation involving a
conflict of interest.

[9] Notice the time-line. "Ms Levy, a graduate student at the University
of Southern California, spent the winter and early spring here AS AN
INTERN WITH THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS. DURING THAT TIME, a friend
introduced her to Mr. Condit, who represents Modesto, Ms Levy's
hometown. Her WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP ended on April 23. ON THE EVENING OF
APRIL 30,(MAY 1st is a Satanic High Holiday BTW- Bradley) she turned in her
membership at a local health club, and the
authorities say THAT WAS THE LAST TIME SHE WAS SEEN IN PUBLIC. ON MAY 6,
her frantic parents, unable to reach her, REPORTED HER MISSING." New
York Times, June 22, 2001 (Emphasis added.)

May 6, 2001, was ten days prior to the original date set for McVeigh's



execution. From their unit Los Angeles Times, the Chicago Tribune ran
the following story, Thursday, May 10, 2001 "Washington--Federal law
enforcement officials revealed Thursday that they had found some 3,000
pages of FBI materials that had been mislaid in the Oklahoma City
bombing case, and defense attorneys for Timothy J. McVeigh immediately
said they hope to win a stay of his execution scheduled in just five days".

As the New York Times stated in referring to Ms Levy's parents meeting
with the District of Columbia's police chief, "The Levys, wearing yellow
ribbons, looked dazed and tired as they met with reporters in the
sweltering summer sun, both before and after their session with the
chief. They said little, leaving most of the talking to THEIR LAWYER,
BILLY MARTIN, former federal prosecutor WHO REPRESENTED MARCIA LEWIS,
MOTHER OF MONICA S. LEWINSKY, during the inquiry into Ms Lewinsky's
relationship with President Bill Clinton". NY Times, 6//22/2001
(Emphasis added.)

Some find it helpful, if not convenient, though not necessarily crucial,
that Condit is originally from Tulsa, Oklahoma.

So, did Chandra Ann Levy know too much about the real background of the
Timothy McVeigh matter? Through her FBI boyfriend, through her
internship with the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and through her
friendship with a Congressman, a member of the House Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence, and having topmost security clearance? Did
she run for her life? Was she caused to "disappear"? Persuaded to leave
the U.S.? Or just snuffed out?

Former intelligence operatives contend all this is important and urge
further investigation. Are they right? The story is obviously incomplete
but we believe it is an important start. More coming. Stay tuned.

Comment by Bradley

The importance is to expose the LITERAL satanism at the highest levels in
Washington DC and beyond and it's human sacrifices, pedophilia, snuff pornography,
grotesque rituals especially with abortions, moon children etc. Levy was a
human sacrifice in a satanic ritual because she either knew too much or
was picked as a sacrifice. She was probably killed on camera in a snuff pornography
film which is probably in private collections and army/government archives today.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since 1958, Mr.Skolnick has been a court reformer. Since 1963,
founder/chairman, Citizen's Committee to Clean Up the Courts, disclosing
certain instances of judicial and other bribery and political murders.



Since 1991 a regular panelist, and since 1995, moderator/producer, of
one-hour,weekly public access Cable TV Show, "Broadsides", Cablecast on
Channel 21, 9 p.m. each Monday in Chicago. For a heavy packet of printed
stories, send $5.00 [U.S. funds] and a stamped, self-addressed business
sized envelope [4-1/4 x 9-1/2 #10 size] WITH THREE STAMPS ON IT, to
Citizen's Committee to Clean Up the Courts, Sherman H. Skolnick,
Chairman, 9800 South Oglesby Ave., Chicago IL 60617-4870. Office, 7
days, 8 a.m. to midnight, (773) 375-5741 [PLEASE, no "just routine
calls]. Before sending FAX, call.
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